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Abstract: Nickel oxide (NiO) nanostructures were deposited on Si (100), potassium bromide (KBr), and glass slide

substrates at room temperature by the evaporation technique. The prepared samples were annealed at temperatures of

400 ◦C and 600 ◦C in air atmosphere. The structure, morphology, crystalline phase, optical properties, and chemical

bonding of nanocrystalline nickel oxide were investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction

(XRD), UV-visible absorption spectrum, and FT-IR spectroscopy.

XRD results and SEM images showed that nickel oxide nanoparticles have preferred orientation with uniform

size distribution. The as-deposited films showed preferred orientation (texture) growth. As the films were annealed, the

crystallites were agglomerated to form bigger particles. Optical properties were identified by measuring transmittance

using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer. Optical constants such as the refractive index n, the extinction coefficient k, and

the films’ thickness and roughness were calculated from transmittance data using a reverse engineering method. As the

sample annealed, the ad-atom surface mobility increased, and smaller crystallites agglomerated to form bigger ones.
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1. Introduction

Nickel oxide (NiO) nanostructures have various applications in electrochromic display devices, antiferromagnetic

layers, and solar thermal absorbers, and as cathode material for alkaline batteries [1–4]. Some other interesting

electronic properties of NiO nanostructures are their wide band gap range of 3.6–4.0 eV [5] and their p-type

conductivity, which make them favorable materials for electronic device applications [6,7]. Nanostructures of

NiO can be deposited by various chemical and physical methods such as the chemical bath deposition/solution

growth technique, reactive sputtering, and the vacuum evaporation technique [8–11].

In the present work, a single cubic phase of NiO nanostructures with a nearly uniform particle size was

deposited by the evaporation method. The properties of the NiO nanostructures were characterized by Vis/near

IR transmission, X-ray diffraction, FT-IR spectra, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

2. Experiments and methods

Nanostructures of NiO were deposited by the thermal evaporation technique from nickel oxide powder (purity

of 99.999%) at a background pressure of 5 × 10−4mbar and room temperature. The evaporated species were
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condensed onto ultrasonically precleaned Si (100), potassium bromide (KBr), and glass slide substrates to study

chemical bonding and structural and optical properties. The prepared samples were annealed at temperatures

of 400 ◦C and 600 ◦C.

Optical studies were performed by measuring transmittance in the wavelength region of 350–800 nm using

a spectrophotometer (Cary-100, UV-Visible) at room temperature. Optical constants of nanostructures such as

the refractive index n(λ), the extinction coefficient k(λ), and the film thickness were calculated using spectral

fitting or reverse engineering.

Structural characterization was done ex situ by an X-ray diffractometer (XRD, D8 Advance Bruker) with

a CuKα radiation source in a 2θ scan mode. The lattice constant was extracted from the peak position of the

XRD reflection. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded in the transmission mode in the range

of 400–4000 cm−1 by using an FTIR spectrophotometer. Film morphology was determined using a coupled

scanning electron microscope (SEM, Philips XL30).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Optical properties

The optical properties of nanostructures have been investigated by various analytical and numerical methods

[5–8]. For the calculation of optical constants of nanostructures such as the refractive index n(λ), the extinction

coefficient k(λ), and the film thickness, transmittance data can be used. In this study, the transmittance data

and the methods described below in the frame of the point-wise unconstrained minimization approach (PUMA)

were utilized for the optical characterization of the as-deposited and annealed NiO film.

Figure 1 depicts normal (perpendicular) transmittance of the NiO film deposited on the glass slide by

thermal evaporation. There is an easy approach for determination of optical constants, which depends on a

single transmittance measurement. The refractive index n, the extinction coefficient k, and the thickness d of

the polycrystalline NiO nanostructures studied here were determined from transmittance data by only using

the PUMA approach and the code described by Birgin et al. [12]. This method implements the complex optical

equations shown below, derived and formulated by Heavens [13] and Swanepoel [14]. The transmittance T of a
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Figure 1. Transmission spectra of the as-deposited and annealed samples.
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thin absorbing film deposited on a thick transparent substrate is given by:

T = T (λ, s(λ), d, n(λ), k(λ)) =
A′x

B′ − C ′x+D′x2
(1)

where

A′= 16s(n
2
+k2), B′ = [(n+ 1)

2
+k2][(n+ 1)(n+ s

2
) + k

2
]
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)]
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]
, ϕ =

4πnd

λ
, x = exp(−αd), α =

4πk

λ

where s is the refractive index of the substrate, n and k are respectively the real and imaginary parts of the

refractive index of the film, d is the film thickness, λ is the wavelength of the incident light, and α is the

absorption coefficient of the film. Birgin et al. [12] showed that the continuous least square solution of the

estimation problem is the solution (d, n, and k) of:

Minimize

λmax∫
λmin

|T (λ, s(λ), d, n(λ), k(λ))− Tmeas(λ)|2dλ (2)

subject to some physical constraints.

The glass slide substrate was too thick and the addition of interference effects resulting from multiple

reflections in the substrate was eliminated. The experimental transmittance data were compared with theoretical

values (Eq. (1)), according to PUMA [12]. The difference between the two values was minimized (Eq. (2))

until a best solution was achieved for the refractive index n, the extinction coefficient k, and the film thickness

d. Poelman et al. [15] reviewed and tested the PUMA approach, showing that it produces excellent estimates

of optical constants of nanostructures.

Figure 1 shows the transmittance spectra of the deposited films on the glass slide substrate. Figures 2 and

3 show the dispersions of the calculated refractive index n and extinction coefficient k, respectively, as functions

of wavelengths in the 300–1100 nm range. The refractive index n is shown to decrease as the wavelength of the

incident photon increases; however, at higher wavelengths of the incident photon, the refractive index tends to

remain constant. For the samples annealed at temperatures of 400 ◦C and 600 ◦C, the values of the refractive

index are lower than those of the as-deposited ones, due to an increase in porosity in the NiO structure. The

absorption coefficient of the NiO films is related to the extinction coefficient through α = 4πk/λ (Figure 4).

To determine the film thickness, d, several thicknesses are extracted from the fitting process (Eq. (2))

and then the mean of d is calculated. The maximal deviation from the mean value of the thickness can be
considered as a well estimation of the film’s roughness. The film thickness and its roughness are given in the

Table.
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Figure 2. Dispersion of the refractive index (n) of the

as-deposited and annealed samples.

Figure 3. Dispersion of the extinction coefficient (k) of

the as-deposited and annealed samples.
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Figure 4. Absorption coefficient of the as-deposited and annealed samples.

Table. Films’ thickness (d) and roughness of the as-deposited and annealed NiO thin films.

Sample d (nm) Roughness (nm)
As-deposited 84 2.3
Annealed at 400 ◦C 83 2.7
Annealed at 600 ◦C 73 3.8

3.2. Structural properties

Figure 5 depicts the XRD pattern of the as-deposited and annealed NiO nanostructures. The XRD analysis,

when compared with JCPDS (File No 40–1191), reveals the formation of very well preferred orientated nickel

oxide with a (220) direction. The lattice constant of the cubic NiO structure is calculated as 8.76 Å, which

is found to be expanded with respect to the JCPDS value. As a result, the annealed NiO nanostructures get

enough time to diffuse to an energetically favorable site. This could also arise due to an excess of sufficient

energy needed by an atom to move to a proper site in forming a bigger crystallite.
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3.3. Chemical bonding with FT-IR

The formation of nickel oxide on a KBr substrate was also identified by FT-IR spectral studies (Figure 6) at

the different annealing temperatures, and its infrared absorption was deduced. Weak peaks were found between

445 and 490 cm−1 assigned to the Ni-O stretching [16].
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Figure 5. XRD pattern of the as-deposited and annealed

nickel oxide nanostructures at temperatures of 400 ◦C and

600 ◦C.

Figure 6. FT-IR spectra of the as-deposited and annealed

nickel oxide nanostructures at temperatures of 400 ◦C and

600 ◦C.

3.4. Morphological properties

The SEM images of the samples are shown in Figure 7. The SEM picture reveals that the particles are more or

less spherical in shape. Moreover, the particle size distribution is nearly uniform. As the samples annealed, the

surface mobility of the ad-particles increased and consequently the smaller crystallites agglomerated to form

bigger ones.

3.5. Estimating the temperature of resistance heaters

In the design of electrical heaters for evaporation systems, the temperature of heated furnaces plays an important

role in the deposition process [16]. Under a simplifying assumption it is possible to draw connections between

the electrical power (P) supplied and the furnace temperature reached. By noting that P is simply given by

i2R, where i and R are the current and resistance, respectively, for a metallic furnace [17]:

P = i2R = i2R(0)

[
T

T (0)

]n
(3)

This equation assumes that the electrical resistance, R(T), of metals can be approximated over a broad high

temperature (T) range by the relation R(T) = R(0)[T/T (0)]
n
, where R(0) is the value at reference temperature

T(0) (i.e. room temperature, RT), and n is a constant generally close to 1. In tungsten, n is selected to be 1.20

[17]. Under deposition conditions, R (0) = 0.0029e and i= 150A . A complementary approach may be used,
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Figure 7. The SEM images of the as-deposited (a) and annealed nickel oxide nanostructures at temperatures of 400 ◦C

(b) and 600 ◦C (c).

assuming that all of the input electrical power dissipated is thermally radiated from the furnace surface. In this

case the Stefan–Boltzmann law yields the defining equation for the radiated power (Pr) [17]:

Pr=εσAs(T
4−T (0)

4
(4)

where ε is the emissivity, σ is Stefan’s constant (σ= 5.67× 10−8w/m
2−k4), and As is the furnace surface area

(As= 2them2). The ε for the tungsten plate is 0.04 [18]. The tungsten furnace is considered to be rectangular

to eliminate the effect of complex geometries. The temperature of the resistance heaters was estimated to be

1180.5 K.

3.6. Evaporation rate and vapor pressure of the materials

According to Hertz, Knudsen, and Langmuir’s experiments, the evaporation rate condensed from both liquid

and solid surfaces [17] is:

Φe=
αeNA(Pe − Ph)

(2πMRT )
1/2

(5)

where Φe is the evaporation flux in a number of atoms (or molecules) per unit area, per unit time, and Pe and

Ph are the equilibrium vapor pressure at temperature and the hydrostatic pressure acting on the evaporant,
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respectively. αe is the coefficient of evaporation, which has a value between 0 and 1. When αe = 1 and Ph is

zero, the maximum evaporation rate is realized. An expression for the maximum value of Φe is [17]:

Φe =

(
3.513× 1022

(MT )
1
2

)
Pe(molecules/cm

2 − s) (6)

where Pe is expressed in torr. A useful variant of this formula is

Γe= 5.84× 10−2

(
M

T

)1/2
Pe

(
g

cm2 − s

)
(7)

where Γe is the mass evaporation rate.

The connection between temperature and vapor pressure is the Clausius–Clapeyron equation, which for

condensed phases (both liquid and solid) vapor equilibria can be written as [17] :

dP

dT
=
∆H(T )

T∆V
(8)

The changes in enthalpy, ∆H(T), and volume, ∆V, refer to differences between the vapor (v) and the

particular condensed phase (c) from which it originates, while T is the transformation temperature in question.

Since ∆V = Vv – Vc , and normally the volume of vapor considerably exceeds that of the condensed solid or

liquid phase, ∆V≈Vv . If the gas is assumed to be perfect, Vv = RT/P, and Eq. (11) may be rewritten as

[17]:

dP

dT
=
P∆H(T )

RT 2 (9)

Hence,

lnP (torr)=

∫
∆H(T )

RT 2
dT (10)

The enthalpy ∆H and heat capacity Cp of each species were calculated using the following relation [19]:

∆H =∆H298+

T∫
298

CP dT (11a)

Cp= a+ b× 10−3T + c× 106T−2+d× 10−6T 2 (11b)

where

∆H298= 309.5kj.mol−1, a = 39.82, b = 1.54× 10−3, C = −0.57× 106 and d = 0forNiO.

The vapor pressure and the evaporation flux of NiO were calculated to be 6× 10−44 torr and 1.14399× 10−14

molecules/cm2 -s under the given deposition conditions, respectively.
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4. Conclusion

NiO films were deposited on Si (100), potassium bromide (KBr), and glass slide substrates at room temperature

by the thermal evaporation technique. The prepared samples were annealed at temperatures of 400 ◦C and

600 ◦C in an air atmosphere. The chemical bonding and the structural, optical, and morphological properties

of the annealed samples were compared with those of the as-deposited films.

Nickel oxide nanocrystallites have well preferred orientation with a uniform size distribution. As the

films were annealed, the crystallites agglomerated to form bigger particles. The optical constants such as the

refractive index n, the extinction coefficient k, and the films’ thickness and roughness were calculated from

transmittance data. As the samples annealed, the surface mobility of ad-atoms increased, which induced the

smaller crystallites to agglomerate and form bigger grains.
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